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European Crisis and the Transformation of Transnational GovernanceState Crisis in
Fragile DemocraciesGovernance and ConstitutionalismPolitics and Conflict in
Governance and Planning

Democratic Stability in an Age of Crisis
Through a cross-national lens Political Corruption and Democratic Governance
explores political corruption and how it influences electoral politics, political trust,
citizens’ evaluations of democratic norms and values, economic development, and
distributional justice in both developed and developing nations.

Irish Governance in Crisis
The global financial crisis has uncovered disastrous gaps in the governance of
capitalism. This timely book argues for encompassing and intelligent forms of
political governance of capitalism to mitigate against the possibility of future global
systemic risk. This path-breaking book highlights that systemic risks emerge from
a globally operating financial industry that is not only disconnected from the real
economy but also allowed to hide in 'shadow banking' practices. Governance based
on national regimes fails to cover 'finance-led' global capitalism. The authors argue
that the risk of systemic meltdown will reappear unless intelligent governance
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regimes are installed, combining legally binding rules and civil society pressures to
restore the balance between risk-taking and accountability. They illustrate the goal
is 'resilient' capitalism in which the rules of the game are set by politics and
knowledge-based discourse. Political Governance of Capitalism will prove
invaluable for graduate and post-graduate students interested in economy,
political science, political economy, globalization, global governance, sociology,
and financial sciences.

Digital Democracy and the Impact of Technology on
Governance and Politics: New Globalized Practices
This volume advances the discussions of leadership in Africa's specific history,
culture, economy, and politics. The book promotes an understanding of leadership
and its paradoxes and illuminates the conditions under which political leadership
has been produced, and how those conditions have shaped leaders.

Democracy and Globalization
Faced with government's ineptitude, people are attracted to strong leaders and
bold action. As Pierre Rosanvallon demonstrates, "presidentialism" may reflect the
particular concerns of today, but its many precursors show that democracy has
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always struggled with tension between popular government and concentrated
authority.

The Crisis of Democratic Governance in Southeast Asia
Considering the future of European integration, this clear and compelling study
explores the interplay between collective action and democracy in the European
Union. Richard Balme and Didier Chabanet convincingly show that as support for
broadening and deepening integration has waned, contentious and powerful social
movements have flourished. The authors analyze the relationship among interest
group politics, social movements, and public policy at the EU level though a wealth
of case studies on regional policy, unemployment and poverty, women's rights,
migration policy, and environmental protection. An essential primer on European
democracy, this study will be invaluable for scholars and students in European
politics and public policy, globalization and democracy, and comparative social
movements.

Governance and Politics in the Post-Crisis European Union
"Democracy theories and comparative political science have been challenged
within the last decade by an unexpected democratic deficit and the rise of
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populism in the new EU-member states. This volume written by German and Czech
scholars gives some food for thought for solving these research problems by
means of thorough analyses of the polity, the politics and selected policies of the
Czech Republic since 1990."Dieter Segert, retired Professor of Political Science
(Area Studies on Eastern Europe), University of Vienna, Austria "Czech Democracy
in Crisis is a long-overdue comprehensive study of the Czech political system.
Using institutional approaches to change, it explores crucial policy outcomes. A
perfect book for academics and practitioners who want to understand the
challenges of democratic consolidation in a new democracy."Lenka Bustikova,
Associate Professor of Political Science, Arizona State University, USA, and author
of Extreme Reactions: Radical Right Mobilization in Eastern Europe The image of
the Czechs as a poster child of democratization has changed into a crisis narrative
in recent years. This edited volume traces this change and examines the suitability
of different theories to explain developments in Czech democracy. The
contributors, all renowned experts in their fields, offer well-founded and compact
insights into the post-1989 Czech political system. They cover political institutions
and parties; civil society; the media; and selected policy areas such as foreign,
economic, migration and regional policy. The book takes into account processes of
democratization and Europeanization, explaining the political picture at various
stages of development. Finding that many of today’s problems—fragmented
political parties, government instability, inefficient state administration and low
quality of governance—have not been new developments but have constantly
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existed, the authors present a plea for theoretical adjustments that should be read
by all academics, students, practitioners and readers with an interest in Czech
politics and society.

Constructing Democratic Governance in Latin America
Recent years have seen constant reports on the failures of governance and the
crisis of democracy. By examining cases like Global Financial Crisis, the Arab
Revolutions and Wikileaks this volume highlights tensions between governance
and democracy during times of crisis and examines the prospects of democratising
governance in the 21st Century.

Political Governance of Capitalism
Can contemporary democratic governments tackle climate crisis? Some argue that
democracy has to be a central part of a strategy to deal with climate change.
Others argue that experience shows it not to be up to the challenge in the time
frame available-that it will require a stronger hand, even a form of ecoauthoritarianism. A question that does not lend itself to an easy assessment, this
volume seeks to out and assess the competing answers. While the book supports
the case for environmental democracy, it argues that establishing and sustaining
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democratic practices will be difficult during the global climate turmoil ahead,
especially in the face of state of emergencies. This inquiry undertakes a search for
an appropriate political-ecological strategy for preserving a measure of democratic
governance during hard times. Without ignoring the global dimensions of the crisis,
the analysis finds an alternative path in the theory and practices participatory
environmental governance embodied in a growing relocalization movement, and
global eco-localism generally. Although such movements largely operate under the
radar of the social sciences, the media and the political realm generally, these
vibrant socio-ecological movements not only speak to the crisis ahead, but are
already well established and thriving on the ground, including ecovillages, ecocommunes, eco-neighborhoods, and local transition initiatives. With the help of
these ideas and projects, the task is to influence the discourse of environmental
political theory in ways that can be of assistance to those who will face climate
crisis in its full magnitude.

The Confidence Trap
Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning offers a critical evaluation of
manifold ways in which the political dimension is reflected in contemporary
planning and governance. While the theoretical debates on post-politics and the
wider frame of post-foundational political theory provide substantive explanations
for the crisis in planning and governance, still there is a need for a better
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understanding of how the political is manifested in the planning contents, shaped
by institutional arrangements and played out in the planning processes. This book
undertakes a reassessment of the changing role of the political in contemporary
planning and governance. Employing a wide range of empirical research conducted
in several regions of the world, it draws a more complex and heterogeneous
picture of the context-specific depoliticisation and repoliticisation processes taking
place in local and regional planning and governance. It shows not only the
domination of market forces and the consequent suppression of the political but
also how political conflicts and struggles are defined, tackled and transformed in
view of the multifaceted rules and constraints recently imposed to local and
regional planning. Switching the focus to how strategies and forms of depoliticised
governance can be repoliticised through renewed planning mechanisms and sociopolitical mobilisation, Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning is a critical
and much needed contribution to the planning literature and its incorporation of
the post-politics and post-democracy debate.

Democracy and Crisis
After more than a century of assorted dictatorships and innumerable fiscal crises,
the majority of Latin America's states are governed today by constitutional
democratic regimes. Some analysts and scholars argue that Latin America
weathered the 2008 fiscal crisis much better than the United States. How did this
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happen? Jorge I. Domínguez and Michael Shifter asked area specialists to examine
the electoral and governance factors that shed light on this transformation and the
region's prospects. They gather their findings in the fourth edition of Constructing
Democratic Governance in Latin America. This new edition is completely updated.
Part I is thematic, covering issues of media, constitutionalism, the commodities
boom, and fiscal management vis-à-vis governance. Part II focuses on eight
important countries in the regionâ€”Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela. Already widely used in courses, Constructing
Democratic Governance in Latin America will continue to interest students of Latin
American politics, democratization studies, and comparative politics as well as
policymakers.

Exit from Democracy
Democratic innovations are proliferating in politics, governance, policy, and public
administration. These new processes of public participation are reimagining the
relationship between citizens and institutions. This Handbook advances
understanding of democratic innovations, in theory and practice, by critically
reviewing their importance throughout the world. The overarching themes are a
focus on citizens and their relationship to these innovations, and the resulting
effects on political equality. The Handbook therefore offers a definitive overview of
existing research on democratic innovations, while also setting the agenda for
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future research and practice.

Democratic Practice and Governance in Nigeria
The interwar period has left a deep impression on later generations. This was an
age of crises where representative democracy, itself a relatively recent political
invention, seemed unable to cope with the challenges that confronted it. Against
the backdrop of the economic crisis that began in 2008 and the rise of populist
parties, a new body of scholarship - frequently invoked by the media - has used
interwar political developments to warn that even long-established Western
democracies are fragile. Democratic Stability in an Age of Crisis challenges this
'interwar analogy' based on the fact that a relatively large number of interwar
democracies were able to survive the recurrent crises of the 1920s and 1930s. The
main aim of this book is to understand the striking resilience of these democracies,
and how they differed from the many democracies that broke down in the same
period. The authors advance an explanation that emphasizes the importance of
democratic legacies and the strength of the associational landscape (i.e.,
organized civil society and institutionalized political parties). Moreover, they
underline that these factors were themselves associated with a set of deeper
structural conditions, which on the eve of the interwar period had brought about
different political pathways. The authors' empirical strategy consists of a
combination of comparative analyses of all interwar democratic spells and
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illustrative case studies. The book's main takeaway point is that the interwar
period shows how resilient democracy is once it has had time to consolidate. On
this basis, recent warnings about the fragility of contemporary democracies in
Western Europe and North America seem exaggerated - or, at least, that they
cannot be sustained by interwar evidence. Comparative Politics is a series for
researchers, teachers, and students of political science that deals with
contemporary government and politics. Global in scope, books in the series are
characterized by a stress on comparative analysis and strong methodological
rigour. The series is published in association with the European Consortium for
Political Research. For more information visit: www.ecprnet.eu The series is edited
by Susan Scarrow, Chair of the Department of Political Science, University of
Houston, and Jonathan Slapin, Professor, Department of Political Science,
University of Zurich.

The Palgrave Handbook of African Politics, Governance and
Development
Ireland's international reputation changed rapidly from global success story to
European problem-case. How did this happen? What are the implications for our
view of good governance? This book argues that there is a crisis in the way the
Irish state is structured and in the manner in which it relates to the main organized
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interests in the society. Through a set of linked policy studies, it shows how
sectional benefits can be prioritized where public interest considerations are
weakly articulated and debated. Policy choices may entail unintended perverse
consequences that, once embedded, can be difficult to alter. The book traces these
weaknesses to the dominance of parties, the permeability of the political system to
sectional interests, and the weakness of democratic accountability. A powerful
concluding chapter sets out an agenda for future research on institutional design
and political reform. This book sets out a compelling argument that institutional
design matters, especially in an increasingly global and interdependent world.

Democracy in Crisis?
In light of the public and scholarly debates on the challenges and problems of
established democracies, such as a lack of participation, declining confidence in
political elites, and the deteriorating capabilities of democratic institutions, this
volume discusses the question whether democracy as such is in crisis. On the basis
of the shared concept of embedded democracy, it develops a range of conceptual
approaches to empirically analyzing the challenges of democracy and their
potential transformation into crisis phenomena. The book is divided into three
parts, the first of which highlights various aspects of political participation, such as
political inequality in voting. In turn, Part II focuses on problems of political
representation, while Part III assesses whether processes such as globalization,
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deregulation, and the withdrawal of the state from important policy areas have
limited the political control and legitimacy of democratically elected governments.

Citizenship and Democracy in an Era of Crisis
Handbook of Democratic Innovation and Governance
Liberal democracies on both sides of the Atlantic find themselves approaching a
state of emergency, beset by potent populist challenges of the right and left. But
what exactly lies at the core of widespread dissatisfaction with the status quo? And
how can the challenge be overcome? In Democracy in Crisis, Christian Lammert
and Boris Vormann argue that the rise of populism in North Atlantic states is not
the cause of a crisis of governance but its result. This crisis has been many
decades in the making and is intricately linked to the rise of a certain type of
political philosophy and practice in which economic rationality has hollowed out
political values and led to an impoverishment of the political sphere more broadly.
The process began in the 1980s, when the United States and Great Britain decided
to unleash markets in the name of economic growth and democracy. After the fall
of the Berlin Wall, several countries in Europe followed suit and marketized their
educational, social, and healthcare systems, which in turn increased inequality and
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fragmentation. The result has been a collapse of social cohesion and trust that the
populists promise to address but only make worse. Looking to the future, Lammert
and Vormann conclude their analysis with concrete suggestions for ways politics
can once again be placed in the foreground, with markets serving social relations
rather than the reverse.

Crises of Democracy
The evolution of modern technology has allowed digital democracy and egovernance to transform traditional ideas on political dialogue and accountability.
Digital Democracy and the Impact of Technology on Governance and Politics: New
Globalized Practices brings together a detailed examination of the new ideas on
electronic citizenship, electronic democracy, e-governance, and digital legitimacy.
By combining theory with the study of law and of matters of public policy, this book
is essential for both academic and legal scholars, researchers, and practitioners.

Communication and Political Crisis
Multistakeholder governance is proposed as the way forward in global governance.
For some leaders in civil society and government who are frustrated with the lack
of power of the UN system and multilateralism it is seen as an attractive
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alternative; others, particularly in the corporate world, see multistakeholder
governance as offering a more direct hand and potentially a legitimate role in
national and global governance. This book examines how the development of
multistakeholderism poses a challenge to multilateralism and democracy. Using a
theoretical, historical perspective it describes how the debate on global
governance evolved and what working principles of multilateralism are under
threat. From a sociological perspective, the book identifies the organizational
beliefs of multistakeholder groups and the likely change in the roles that leaders in
government, civil society, and the private sector will face as they evolve into
potential global governors. From a practical perspective, the book addresses the
governance issues which organizations and individuals should assess before
deciding to participate in or support a particular multistakeholder group. Given the
current emphasis on the participation of multiple actors in the Sustainable
Development Goals, this book will have wide appeal across policy-making and
professional sectors involved in negotiations and governance at all levels. It will
also be essential reading for students studying applied governance.

Czech Democracy in Crisis
Kenya Political Governance, attempting a Democracy. Kenya History Polital Book.
The Kenyan state loses four billion US dollars to corruption every year – anywhere
from 25 to 30 percent of the total state budget. This situation is clearly affecting
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both the foreign and domestic investment climate, as highlighted recently by the
non-governmental organisation Transparency International. There is also a growing
discrepancy between the steady rate of economic growth and the sinking average
incomes in the country. Here, too, the inequality of access to public services,
driven by corruption, is one of the main root causes of the problem. Marginalized
segments of the population in particular are excluded from services, which
exacerbates the potential for conflict. There is a growing risk that Kenya's current
decentralization process, and the associated partial transfer of power and
resources to local administrative authorities, will also lead to the decentralization
of corruption.

Multistakeholder Governance and Democracy
This handbook constitutes a single collection of well researched articles and essays
on African politics, governance and development from the pre-colonial through
colonial to the post-colonial eras. Over the course of these interconnected periods,
African politics have evolved with varied experiences across different parts of the
continent. As politics is embedded both in the economy and the society, Africa has
witnessed some changes in politics, economics, demography and its relations with
the world in ways that requires in-depth analysis. This work provides an
opportunity for old and new scholars to engage in the universe of the debate
around African politics, governance and development and will serve as a ready
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reference material for students, researchers, policy makers and investors that are
concerned with these issues.

European Governance and Democracy
The debate on law, governance and constitutionalism beyond the state is
confronted with new challenges. In the EU, confidence in democratic transnational
governance has been shaken by the authoritarian and unsocial practices of crisis
management. The ambition of this book, which builds upon many years of close cooperation between its contributors, is to promote a viable interdisciplinary
alternative to these developments. “Conflicts-law constitutionalism” is a concept of
transnational governance which derives democratic legitimacy from the
supranational control of the external impact of national decision-making, on the
one hand, and the co-operative responses to problem interdependencies on the
other. The first section of the book contrasts Europe's new modes of economic
governance and crisis management with the conditionality of international
investments, and reflects upon the communalities and differences between
emergency Europe and global exceptionalism. Subsequent sections substantiate
the problématique of executive and technocratic rule, explore conflict
constellations of prime importance in the fields of environmental and labour law,
and discuss the impact and limits of liberalisation strategies. Throughout the book,
European and transnational developments are compared and evaluated.
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When Democracies Deliver
Why democracies believe they can survive any crisis—and why that belief is so
dangerous Why do democracies keep lurching from success to failure? The current
financial crisis is just the latest example of how things continue to go wrong, just
when it looked like they were going right. In this wide-ranging, original, and
compelling book, David Runciman tells the story of modern democracy through the
history of moments of crisis, from the First World War to the economic crash of
2008. A global history with a special focus on the United States, The Confidence
Trap examines how democracy survived threats ranging from the Great Depression
to the Cuban missile crisis, and from Watergate to the collapse of Lehman
Brothers. It also looks at the confusion and uncertainty created by unexpected
victories, from the defeat of German autocracy in 1918 to the defeat of
communism in 1989. Throughout, the book pays close attention to the politicians
and thinkers who grappled with these crises: from Woodrow Wilson, Nehru, and
Adenauer to Fukuyama and Obama. In The Confidence Trap, David Runciman
shows that democracies are good at recovering from emergencies but bad at
avoiding them. The lesson democracies tend to learn from their mistakes is that
they can survive them—and that no crisis is as bad as it seems. Breeding
complacency rather than wisdom, crises lead to the dangerous belief that
democracies can muddle through anything—a confidence trap that may lead to a
crisis that is just too big to escape, if it hasn't already. The most serious challenges
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confronting democracy today are debt, the war on terror, the rise of China, and
climate change. If democracy is to survive them, it must figure out a way to break
the confidence trap.

The New Totalitarian Temptation
Democracy in Southeast Asia is in crisis. The contributors to this volume argue that
this is a crisis of democratic governance. They look into its causes, consequences,
and prospects, comparing themes of democratic governance in Southeast Asia,
such as political culture, civil society, political parties, and institutions and human
rights.

Democracy and Crisis
An original new textbook providing an up-to-date, critical perspective of how the
EU works, and what issues it faces, in the post-crisis era.

Climate Crisis and the Democratic Prospect
Communication and Political Crisis explores the role of the global media in a period
of intensifying geopolitical conflict. Through case studies drawn from domestic and
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international political crises such as the conflicts in the Middle East and Ukraine,
leading media scholar Brian McNair argues that the digitized, globalized public
sphere now confronted by all political actors has produced new opportunities for
social progress and democratic reform, as well as new channels for state
propaganda and terrorist spectaculars such as those performed by the Islamic
State and Al Qaeda. In this major work, McNair argues that the role of digital
communication will be crucial in determining the outcome of pressing global issues
such as the future of feminism and gay rights, freedom of speech and media, and
democracy itself.

Governance and the Crisis of Rule in Contemporary Africa
What will it take to restore American democracy and rescue it from this moment of
crisis? Civic Power argues that the current threat to US. democracy is rooted not
just in the outcome of the 2016 election, but in deeper, systemic forms of
inequality that concentrate economic and political power in the hands of the few at
the expense of the many. Drawing on historical and social science research and
case studies of contemporary democratic innovations across the country, Civic
Power calls for a broader approach to democracy reform focused on meaningfully
redistributing power to citizens. It advocates for both reviving grassroots civil
society and novel approaches to governance, policymaking, civic technology, and
institutional design - aimed at dismantling structural disparities to build a more
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inclusive, empowered, bottom-up democracy where communities and people have
greater voice, power, and agency.

Democracy and Crisis
More than twenty years after the Bruntland Commission report, Our Common
Future, we have yet to secure the basis for a serious approach to global
environmental governance. The failed 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development showed the need for a new approach to globalization and
sustainability. Taking a critical perspective, rooted in political economy, regulation
theory, and post-sovereign international relations, this book explores questions
concerning the governance of environmental sustainability in a globalizing
economy. With contributions from leading international scholars, the book offers a
comprehensive framework on globalization, governance, and sustainability, and
examines institutional mechanisms and arrangements to achieve sustainable
environmental governance. It: considers current failures in the framework of global
environmental governance addresses the problematic relationship between
sustainability and globalization explores controversies of development and
environment that have led to new processes of institution building examines the
marketization of environmental policy-making; stakeholder politics and
environmental policy-making; socio-economic justice; the political origins of
sustainable consumption; the role of transnational actors; and processes of multiPage 21/33
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level global governance. This book will be of interest to students and researchers
of political science, international studies, political economy and environmental
studies.

Politics in the Times of Indignation
This book offers a novel political-institutional explanation for variation in political
polarization, outsider populism, and the fate of democratic regimes across twentyfirst-century South America. Drawing upon a wealth of primary evidence and
employing process tracing tests to evaluate key causal claims, the book examines
how the occurrence - or not - of state crises and the inherited strength of left wing
political actors combined to push countries onto distinct party system trajectories
characterized by different kinds of left parties and movements, highly variant
levels of polarization, and ultimately divergent political regime dynamics. The book
challenges extant interpretations of political variation during Latin America's turn
to the left, which have centered on economic explanations. It also develops new
theoretical propositions for understanding polarization, populism, and democratic
erosion in young democracies across the world.

Civic Power
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As democracy is disrupted by globalization, the solution is to globalize democracy.
This book explores the causes of the current crisis of democracy and advocates
new ways for more representative, effective, and accountable governance in an
interdependent world. Part 1 analyzes the split of the middle class and the
subsequent political polarization which underlies people’s dissatisfaction with the
way democracy works in developed countries. It also addresses the role of political
emotions, including disappointments about unmet expectations, anger incited from
opposition candidates, fear induced from government, and hope wrapping up new
proposals for reform and change. In Part 2, the authors argue that a more effective
governance would require reallocations of power at local, national, continental and
global levels with innovative combinations of direct democracy, representative
government, and rule by experts. This book will be of interest to students and
scholars of political science, comparative politics, international relations, political
economy and democratic theory, as well as general readers interested in politics
and current events.

Party Politics and Democratic Governance in India
Politics in the Times of Indignation provides a critical look at Western liberal
democracies in crisis, to provide us with the theoretical tools to make sense of the
political disorientation of our times. Indispensable for understanding the present
state of democratic societies, this book is a lens through which we can study
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numerous contemporary developments. He examines the popular indignation that
has accompanied the crisis of governmental legitimacy, which is aggravated by the
economic crisis in various countries and demonstrated by groups such as the
Occupy Wall Street Movement in the US, Podemos in Spain, or La France Insoumise
in France. At the same time, Innerarity endeavors to offer a universal, rather than a
merely circumstantial, interpretation of the transformations that are still ongoing in
our political systems, as well as of those that need to be put in place in order to
satisfy the expectations and rights of democratic citizenship. Politics in the Times
of Indignation represents a guiding thread through political developments, as well
as a conceptual tool-box for understanding the meaning of the current crisis of
representation, the fate of political parties, the relation between ethics and politics,
and how politics can become an intelligent enterprise.

Good Government
Recent years have seen near constant reports on the failures of governance and
the crisis of democracy. The critical nexus between the ever-increasing array of
crises that modern representative democracies face and the widening reliance on
an array of undemocratic governance mechanisms and networks to meet and
manage these crises needs urgent and in-depth scholarly attention. This book
therefore seeks to investigate the ways in which representative democracy might
better handle environmental, political, social and economic crises in the twentyPage 24/33
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first century by making the mechanisms of governance more democratic. By
examining cases such as the global financial crisis, the arab revolutions, Wikileaks
and climate change, this volume highlights the tensions between governance and
democracy during times of crisis and examines the prospects of democratising
governance in the twenty-first century and beyond.

Kenya Political Governance, Attempting a Democracy
Examines the economic, social, cultural, as well as purely political threats to
democracy in the light of current knowledge.

Constitutional Democracy in Crisis?
What caused the eurozone debacle and the chaos in Greece? Why has Europe’s
migrant crisis spun out of control, over the heads of national governments? Why is
Great Britain calling a vote on whether to leave the European Union? Why are
established political parties declining across the continent while protest parties
rise? All this is part of the whirlwind that EU elites are reaping from their efforts to
create a unified Europe without meaningful accountability to average voters. The
New Totalitarian Temptation: Global Governance and the Crisis of Democracy in
Europe is a must-read if you want to understand how the European Union got to
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this point and what the European project fundamentally is. This is the first book to
identify the essence of the EU in a utopian vision of a supranationally governed
world, an aspiration to achieve universal peace through a global legal order. The
ambitions of the global governancers are unlimited. They seek to transform not
just the world’s political order, but the social order as well—discarding basic truths
about human nature and the social importance of tradition in favor of a human
rights policy defined by radical autonomy and unfettered individual choice. And the
global governance ideology at the heart of the EU is inherently antidemocratic. EU
true believers are not swayed by the common sense of voters, nor by reality itself.
Because the global governancers aim to transfer core powers of all nations to
supranational organizations, the EU is on a collision course with the United States.
But the utopian ideas of global governance are taking root here too, even as the
European project flames into rancor and turmoil. America and Europe are still
cultural cousins; we stand or fall together. The EU can yet be reformed, and a
commitment to democratic sovereignty can be renewed on both sides of the
Atlantic.

The Crisis of Global Environmental Governance
Why do governance reforms in developing democracies so often fail, and when
might they succeed? When Democracies Deliver offers a dynamic framework for
assessing the effectiveness and durability of policy change. Drawing on detailed
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analyses of public sector reforms in Brazil and Argentina, this book challenges
conventional wisdom to reveal that incremental changes sequenced over time
prove more effective in promoting accountability, increasing transparency, and
strengthening institutions than comprehensive overhauls pushed through by
political will. Developing an innovative theory that integrates cognitivepsychological insights about decision making with research on institutional change,
Katherine Bersch shows how political and organizational factors can shape reform
strategies and information processing. Through extensive interviews and field
research, Bersch traces how two competing strategies have determined the
different trajectories of institutions responsible for government contracting in
health care and transportation. When Democracies Deliver offers a fresh insight on
the perils of powering and the benefits of gradual reform.

Political Corruption and Democratic Governance
Democracies are transforming worldwide, but at the same time political inequality
is increasing. This development threatens to leave growing portions of mass
publics effectively ‘outside’ the political process. This volume brings together
leading authorities in the field of democratic citizenship and participation to
address pertinent questions concerning the quality of the democratic political
process at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Analysing causes and
consequences of recent developments in democratic governance and citizenship, it
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contributes new and original research to the ongoing debate on the crisis of
representative democracy. The contributors deal with a broad range of issues
including aspects of democratic citizenship and citizens' perceptions of system
performance, political inequality and the democratic impact of participatory
innovations. This book will be of key interest to scholars and students in
democratization studies, democratic citizenship, comparative politics, political
sociology and political participation.

Democracy in Crisis
This book examines the challenges confronting the practice of democracy and
governance in Nigeria. The book examines the theoretical underpinnings and the
procedural and institutional components of democratic practice in Nigeria,
including the challenges associated with elections, the legislature, the media and
gender issues. Approaching the pluralistic characteristics of the Nigerian state and
how they impede democratisation through contributions by experts and scholars in
the field, the book analyses the issues and nuances inherent to governance and
democracy in Nigeria, as well as domestic policy process, global governance and
human security. Democratic Practice and Governance in Nigeria will be of interest
to students and scholars of African politics and democratisation.
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The European Crisis and the Transformation of Transnational
Governance
This collection studies the rise of neutral bodies as a challenge to the constitutional
paradigm of the nation state. Administrative entities such as commissions,
agencies, councils, authorities or ‘independent agencies’ as they are sometimes
known, are relatively autonomous from majoritarian democratic control and by
their institutional design fall outside the classical triad of powers or branches of
government. They may even fall outside the confines of the nation state itself as
with the EU Commission. The book is divided into theoretical-historical and
empirical parts. Part I approaches the phenomenon through the rigorous normative
conceptual lens of constitutionalism and constitutional law, questioning the
implications of political neutrality on inherited normative categories, both at
national and supranational level. Part II comprises case-studies reflecting the full
spectrum of theoretical frameworks and concerns developed and explored by the
theory-oriented chapters in the first part. The work explores a wide range of issues
including the balance between autonomy, legitimacy and accountability, the
taxonomy of agencies, the role and limits of expertise as a paramount justification
for independence, ‘agentification’ as a result of internationalisation, and
‘agentification’ as a reflex and consequence of transnational polity-building within
the EU.
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State Crisis in Fragile Democracies
Democratic government is facing unprecedented challenges at a global scale. Yet,
Turkey's descent into conflict, crisis and autocracy is exceptional. Only a few years
ago, the country was praised as a successful Muslim-majority democracy and a
promising example of sustainable growth. In Turkey’s Exit from Democracy, the
contributors argue that President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the Justice and
Development Party government have now effectively abandoned the realm of
democratic politics by attempting regime change with the aim to install a hyperpresidentialist system. Examining how this power grab comes at the tail end of
more than a decade of seemingly democratic politics, the contributors also explore
the mechanisms of de-democratization through two distinctive, but interrelated
angles: A set of comparative analyses explores illiberal forms of governance in
Turkey, Russia, Southeast Europe and Latin America. In-depth studies analyse how
Turkey's society has been reshaped in the image of a patriarchal habitus and how
consent has been fabricated through religious, educational, ethnic and civil society
policies. Despite this comprehensive authoritarian shift, the result is not
authoritarian consolidation, but a deeply divided and contested polity. Analysing an
early example of democratic decline and authoritarian politics, this volume is
relevant well beyond the confines of regional studies. Turkey exemplifies the larger
forces of de-democratization at play globally. Turkey’s Exit from Democracy
provides the reader with generalizable insights into these transformative
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processes. These chapters were originally published as a special issue in Southeast
European and Black Sea Studies.

Governance and Constitutionalism
Is the world facing a serious threat to the protection of constitutional democracy?
There is a genuine debate about the meaning of the various political events that
have, for many scholars and observers, generated a feeling of deep foreboding
about our collective futures all over the world. Do these events represent simply
the normal ebb and flow of political possibilities, or do they instead portend a more
permanent move away from constitutional democracy that had been thought
triumphant after the demise of the Soviet Union in 1989? Constitutional Democracy
in Crisis? addresses these questions head-on: Are the forces weakening
constitutional democracy around the world general or nation-specific? Why have
some major democracies seemingly not experienced these problems? How can we
as scholars and citizens think clearly about the ideas of "constitutional crisis" or
"constitutional degeneration"? What are the impacts of forces such as
globalization, immigration, income inequality, populism, nationalism, religious
sectarianism? Bringing together leading scholars to engage critically with the
crises facing constitutional democracies in the 21st century, these essays diagnose
the causes of the present afflictions in regimes, regions, and across the globe,
believing at this stage that diagnosis is of central importance - as Abraham Lincoln
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said in his "House Divided" speech, "If we could first know where we are, and
whither we are tending, we could then better judge what to do, and how to do it."

Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning
This major new text provides an original and comprehensive assessment of key
contemporary trends in democratic politics and governance across major
established democracies of the world.
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